A new frontier of blood imaging using susceptibility effect and tailored RF pulses.
In MRI, image contrast can be controlled by use of the susceptibility effect if an object contains paramagnetic substances. The localized linear gradient dephases spins in the voxel, leading to phase cancellation and thus reduced signal. This signal void phenomenon, can be exploited if the intrinsic linear gradient is either enhanced or compensated by externally applied RF generated phase distributions. In this paper, a new concept which utilizes the susceptibility effect through the use of tailored RF pulses is proposed. As potential applications of the method, two different types of tailored RF pulses are introduced: one for the enhancement of the susceptibility effect and the other for the correction of the susceptibility artifact, respectively. The former, for example, can be applied to angiography utilizing the paramagnetic property of deoxygenated blood, suggesting a new avenue for the angiography which, for the first time, is not based on flow, although the method is currently limited to imaging of venous blood or venography. Both a theoretical study of the method and experimental results are reported.